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We'll Run Your Paddy Rice...
and do the preliminary lab work for you.
We understand that making the decision to purchase your own mill is
stepping into uncharted waters. You might have questions or concerns
including: How do I know the quality of my rice? What kind of yield can I
expect to receive from my crop? How long will it take to get a return on my
investment? We get it. That's why we are here to help. Send us a 1 lb sample of your paddy variety(s)
and we'll do a preliminary evaluation on our machines to let you know just what you can expect from your
own Zaccaria mill. Just email us at info@ZaccariaUSA.com and tell us who you are and how to get in
touch with you. We'll do the rest.

Did You Miss the Arkansas Rice Growers Association
Meeting?
We had a great presentation at the ARGA meeting in last month. We were able
to discuss some of the benefits of owning your own rice mill and show farmers
just how lucrative having your own rice mill could be. In case you missed the
presentation and wanted to catch up, check out the presentation for yourself by
visiting YouTube and searching for our channel – ZaccariaUSA.

Let's Get Social

Connect. Engage. Interact

Today's large world has gotten a lot more intimate with social media tools.
ZaccariaUSA wants to be where you are. It's more important now than ever to
share ideas, experiences, and collaboration efforts. We would like to know what
sites you engage with most often. Please take 5 seconds and email us at
marketing@ZaccariaUSA.com

#EatMoreRice
Try This Month's Rice Recipe: Cheesy Broccoli Chicken Rice

Each month, we will feature a new rice recipe for you to try or suggest to your friends.
Of course, you can check out all of our rice recipe collections at our pinterest page by
visiting www.pinterest.com/ZaccariaUSA. Eat well, my friends.

Quote-ables
"You were designed for accomplishment, engineered for success, and endowed with the
seeds of greatness." -Zig Ziglar
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